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Abstract Purpose Prostate carcinoma is a commonly diagnosed cancer in men. Nonsurgical treatment of early stage prostate cancer is an important alternative. The use of MRI for tumor cryoablation is of particular interest: it offers lower morbidity compared with other localized techniques. However, the current manual procedure is very time-consuming and has limited accuracy. A novel robotic assistant is therefore designed for prostate cancer cryotherapy treatment under MRI guidance to improve efficiency and accuracy. Methods Gesture definition was achieved based on actions of interventional radiologists at University Hospital of Strasbourg. A transperineal approach with a semiautonomous prostatic cryoprobe localization procedure was developed where the needle axis is automatically positioned before manual insertion. The workflow was developed simultaneously with the robotic assistant used for needle positioning. Results The design and the associated workflow of an original wire-driven manipulator were developed. The device is S. Abdelaziz (B) · L. Esteveny · P. Renaud · B. Bayle · L. Barbé · M. De Mathelin · A. Gangi LSIIT-CNRS Strasbourg University, Strasbourg, France e-mail: [email protected] L. Esteveny e-mail: [email protected] P. Renaud e-mail: [email protected] B. Bayle e-mail: [email protected] L. Barbé e-mail: [email protected] M. De Mathelin e-mail: [email protected] A. Gangi e-mail: [email protected]



compact and has a low weight: its overall dimensions in the scanner are 100 × 100 × 40 mm with a weight of 120 g. Very good MRI compatibility was demonstrated. Conclusions A novel cryoablation procedure based on the use of a robotic assistant is proposed. The device design was presented with demonstration of MRI compatibility. Further developments include automatic registration and in vivo experimental testing. Keywords MRI compatible robotics · Prostate percutaneous procedures · Cryotherapy · Wire-driven manipulator Introduction MRI for Prostate cancer Prostate carcinoma is the second most frequently diagnosed cancer in men and the most common cause of mortality by this type of cancers. More than 903.000 incidences of prostate cancer have been diagnosed in 2008, and 258.000 deaths have been reported, particularly in Europe and the United States [1]. Prostate cancer is a crucial public health problem since at least 70% of men over 50 are concerned. Different approaches are currently considered for prostatic treatment. Management of prostate cancers at early stages has received a lot of attention. Brachytherapy, highintensity focused ultrasound, and cryotherapy have been developed to allow the radiologist to perform nonsurgical treatment, without the significant morbidity associated with radical prostatectomy such as incontinence and erectile dysfunction. Brachytherapy offers a localized treatment by implanting ionizing elements close to the cancer cells. Finely modeling the ionizing effects remains, however, delicate, and it is thus difficult to treat tumors close to anatomical structures
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Int J CARS Fig. 1 Patient in lithotomy position (left), image showing transversal section of the prostate (right)



such as the urethra or the rectum. Cryotherapy consists in a local application of extreme cold that results in direct destruction of cells after freezing and reheating. Delimitation of the treated volume is simpler, morbidity is thus low [2], and cryotherapy seems consequently a very promising approach. Cryotherapy is all the more interesting as it can be combined with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). MRI images are characterized by an excellent contrast of soft tissues and an accurate three-dimensional depiction of the tumors. During cryotherapy, the volume of frozen tissues can be monitored in the images. Furthermore, MRI presents no health risks for the radiologist and the patient since it does not involve the use of ionizing radiations. MRI-guided cryotherapy may therefore constitute to a new step in prostate cancer treatment. From a manual to a robotically assisted procedure Manual MRI-guided cryotherapy is currently under development at the University Hospital of Strasbourg. More than 30 manual interventions have been performed using a 1.5 T large bore scanner and an MRI compatible cryoablation system [3] with 7 cases for prostate [4]. For prostate cases, a transperineal approach is considered. To get a correct access to the perineal region, the patient, under general anesthesia, is placed on the back with the knees bent and positioned above the hips in a lithotomy position (Fig. 1). Two procedures are necessary for prostate cancer treatment. First, one or several biopsies are performed. Then, after diagnosis, the cryoablation is achieved. In both cases, one or several needles are positioned and then inserted with a preplanned trajectory based on MRI images. The insertion of a needle is visually controlled since the needle body is visible in the MRI images. In the case of biopsies, needles are inserted and extracted consecutively, after tissue sample removing. For cryoablation, several needles can be required to cover the tumor volume. Once the needles position is reached, argon gas is released through the cryoneedles to freeze the tumor
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cells. The frozen volume expansion is monitored. After a predefined freezing time, reheating is performed using helium gas. Needle removal can then be achieved. When performed manually, the needle insertion is very time-consuming and requires highly trained radiologists. This is due first of all to the limited space inside the scanner bore. Needle positioning inside the 70-cm diameter scanner is a difficult gesture. Most importantly, the complexity of the insertion gesture is very high. The radiologist must register the needle position with respect to the MRI images. Furthermore, a correct positioning of the needle implies to choose simultaneously a correct needle insertion position and orientation. Indeed, the presence of surrounding anatomical structures such as the urinary system, the muscles of the perineum, or the sphincters requires the use of needle angulation with respect to the perinea surface to avoid any freezing that would lead to urinary incontinence or erectile dysfunction [5]. A robotic system could help in needle positioning to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the gesture. To our knowledge, no such commercial system is proposed for transperineal prostate MRI-guided interventions. The only commercial robotic device for MRI-guided percutaneous procedures is the Innomotion [6] that is, however, no longer distributed. It is not designed for prostate applications but for liver, kidney, breast, or spine procedures. As a consequence, we propose in this paper a new robotic assistance for MRI-guided cryotherapy. The main idea is to ensure by means of a robotic system an accurate position and orientation of the needle axis, while giving the radiologist the ability to insert manually the needle to get a haptic feedback during the insertion. Our approach is therefore an alternate way between a fully automated insertion [7] and a fully manual insertion with help of a navigation tool [8], thanks to the development of large bore scanners. In the design process, we have introduced the possibility of inserting multiple needles. However, the possible solutions are still under definition. As a consequence, we will focus in this paper mainly on the



Int J CARS Fig. 2 Manipulator inside the scanner (left), wire-driven manipulator (right)
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insertion of a single needle, which already allows biopsy procedures and constitutes the first step for cryoablation. In the following, the robotic assistant based on an original cabledriven mechanism is introduced. Its design, the associated medical workflow, and the demonstration of its MRI compatibility are emphasized. The in vivo device evaluation constitutes a next step out of the focus of this paper. In section “MRI compatible manipulators for prostatic interventions”, the interest of the wire-driven manipulator is outlined after analysis of previously developed MRI compatible manipulators for prostatic interventions. The principle of the robotic assistant is developed in section “The robotic device and the associated medical workflow” with details on the associated workflow. Main design and control characteristics are given in section “Manipulator design and control overview” as well as MRI compatibility experiments before concluding in section “Conclusion”. MRI compatible manipulators for prostatic interventions State of the art About 20 MRI compatible robotic systems have been developed for the last 15 years [9] in different contexts such as neurosurgery [10] or breast interventions [11]. For prostatic interventions, Krieger et al. [12] proposed a passive 2-DOF mechanical linkage manually operated for transrectal prostate biopsy under standard cylindrical and open MRI. In vivo Corp [13] introduced a passive positioning system Dynatrim for prostate biopsy. However, the needle axis registration with respect to the scanner frame is performed manually. Elhawary et al. [14] developed a robotic system to perform transrectal prostate biopsy. The system can be located and actuated inside the scanner field of view without significant distortion in the MRI images. Chinzei et al. [15] introduced an MRI compatible surgical assist robot system for general purpose that can be adapted for brachytherapy interventions of the prostate cancer. The manipulator is specifically designed



for MRI double-doughnut architecture. Muntener et al. [16] proposed a remotely actuated device to perform transperineal biopsy of the prostate-automated brachytherapy seeds placement while the patient is lying in a lateral decubitus position. Fischer et al. [17] designed a different robotic system for the same clinical approach with a patient positioned in a semilithotomy position. More recently, Su et al. [18] introduced a haptic system for prostate needle brachytherapy where the needle insertion forces are measured via a fiber optic force sensor. In most cases [14,16–18], a fully automated insertion of the needles is considered. This increases the kinematic complexity of the robotic devices, and the use of MRI compatible technologies for actuation leads to cumbersome devices, which strongly limit the access to the patient by the radiologist. This is of particular importance in the case of a system failure that implies to be able to switch to a manual procedure in a small amount of time. In addition, the haptic feedback used by the radiologist during manual insertions is suppressed. Indeed, no commercial or prototype system allows at the same time needle insertion with angulation capabilities, while exhibiting full compatibility with a transperineal approach, haptic feedback for the radiologist, and MRI compatibility even in the case of closed bore scanner. Originality of the proposed MRI compatible robotic assistant The proposed robotic assistant introduced hereafter exhibits the aforementioned properties. A semiautomated insertion is considered: the robotic device performs the needle axis positioning, while the insertion is achieved manually. In this way, the radiologist benefits from a natural haptic feedback. Cryoablation as well as biopsies can be performed in this way, without moving the patient out of the image space. The major clinical requirements expressed by the radiologists are the MRI compatibility, the safety, the ability to be sterilized, the compactness, and the ease of use. To fulfill these requirements, an original wire-driven manipu-
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Int J CARS Fig. 3 CAD view of the proposed setup including the robotic assistant Stirrup
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lator is introduced (Fig. 2). A wire-driven manipulator is a mechanism in which the end-effector that performs the manipulation task is connected to the base by means of wires. Displacements are obtained by modifying the lengths of the cables between the end-effector and the base. MRI compatibility is maximized by placing the actuators outside the MRI room and using Bowden cables to control the end-effector displacements. Conventional actuators can then be employed while maintaining a high image quality. A remote actuation allows furthermore improving the device compactness by comparison with alternative MRI compatible technologies such as pneumatic actuators [6,19]. MRI compatibility of the embedded sensors is ensured by using fiber optic sensors, proven in the literature to have a very good MRI compatibility. One of the particularities of a wire-driven manipulator is that the stiffness of the mechanism is ensured by the control of the tensions in the cables [20]. Obviously, friction in the Bowden cables will occur, so that tensions must be measured as closely to the end-effector as possible. In our system, this is performed in an original way by the integration of custom optical force sensors in the device structure. The integration in the structure improves the device compactness while the use of optical sensors allows a very good MRI compatibility. With the proposed device, switching for safety reasons from an automated procedure to a manual procedure is very easy. Detaching the wires allows removing the whole device and leaving only the needle with the end-effector. The use of a remote actuation and fiber optic sensors allows an easy sterilization. No active element remains close to the patient, and as a consequence, only passive elements have to be sterilized. The ease of use of the assistant is developed in the next section with the introduction of the proposed medical workflow. To sum it up, the radiologist has only to determine in the images the target location: needle position is automatically controlled so that the needle insertion is the only manual task.
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The robotic device and the associated medical workflow Device operation at a glance The lithotomy position of the patient is not modified. MRI compatible custom stirrups are, however, designed to optimize the perineum access for the radiologist, as represented in Fig. 3. The robotic assistant is positioned in front of the perinea, between the legs of the patient. The device is composed of three sliding units, a custom template grid, and the wire-driven mechanism. The three sliding units link the wire-driven manipulator to the MRI table and provide 3D displacements. The two movements in the transverse plane allow the radiologist to adapt the position of the device to the patient morphology, i.e., the perineum position. The third movement aims at applying a pressure on the perineum surface in order to improve access and tend to reduce prostate internal movements. The template grid is composed of a pattern of holes for the needle insertion, in a similar way to commercial template grids for brachytherapy. Its thickness is, however, only equal to 4 mm, with conic holes, to allow the needle angulation. The cable-driven positioning mechanism allows the planar displacement of an end-effector through which a needle can be inserted. The position and orientation of the needle are achieved in four steps as represented in Fig. 4:



(P1) the end-effector is displaced to show the correct hole in the template grid (P2) the needle is inserted by the radiologist in the endeffector so that the needle tip reaches the perineal surface (P3) the end-effector is automatically displaced to impose the needle angulation (P4) the radiology inserts the needle to reach the target on the prostate.
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Fig. 4 Principle of needle positioning with the robotic assistant Fig. 5 Cryoablation procedure with a robotic assistance for needles positioning
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Preliminary manual positioning of the robot



prostate gland together with the template attached to the robot



Patient out of the tunnel, robot pressed against the perineum



(f) Patient inside the tunnel, image registration; template is the reference frame
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Images acquisition;



(e) Trajectory planning: entry point and needle orientation definition



(d) Needle guide automatically positioned,needle partially inserted
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The automatic positioning of the end-effector requires the registration of the device with respect to the MRI scanner. Registration can be performed for instance, thanks to fiducial markers integrated in the template grid. No contribution in this field is claimed in our approach as satisfactory methods already exist (see [21] for a thorough review). Robotized insertion approach The medical workflow associated with the use of the robotic assistant is given in Fig. 5. This workflow includes the steps required in the manual procedure (steps (a)–(d) and (l)). The new steps (e)–(k) can be decomposed in two sets. The first set (e)–(h) is composed of mandatory phases in order to adapt the device to the patient morphology, using the sliding units, and perform its registration with respect to the scanner. The sec-



template, then automatically oriented



ond set (i)–(k) corresponds to the insertion phase described in the previous section. The procedure can be performed manually at any time if required for medical reasons or in case for instance of power failure of the robotic assistant. In that situation, cables can be removed from the end-effector and leave only the needle with the end-effector around it. Manipulator design and control overview Design requirements The needle entry point in the perineum zone lies in a 50- mm diameter disk (Fig. 6). For anatomical reasons, the needle angulation is considered equal to ±30◦ when the needle
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attached to the truss structure at one end (Fig. 2), passing through the end-effector which is the needle guide, making a U-turn and finally winded around pulleys mounted on the actuators. Manipulator structure and needle guide
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Fig. 6 Device workspace



insertion point is located in a 35- mm diameter circle in order to be able to reach any point on the prostate. Outside this circle, the needle angulation is not needed. For the design, the forces exerted by the needle on the device end-effector during the insertion have to be evaluated. In the following, we consider that due to needle–tissue interactions, the forces in all the directions in the mechanism plane can reach 5N. Mechanical design As shown in Fig. 7, the wire-driven manipulator is composed of a base, a truss structure dedicated to the evaluation of the cable tensions, a needle guide, and 4 cables. The cables are



The manipulator base has a square shape. Geometric analysis of the device demonstrates that the distance between the cables attaches on the base must be equal to 74 mm to respect the prescribed workspace. The final outer dimensions of the device are 100×100×40 mm. The structure is manufactured using rapid prototyping techniques with polymer material for MRI compatibility. The weight of the manipulator associated with the template grid is about 118 g. The needle guide has a conic shape to allow the needle angulation, with a circular base diameter of 17 mm. The needle guide is also manufactured in rapid prototyping, and its weight does not exceed 2 g. Cables Synthetic polymer materials offer MRI compatibility as well as high resistance and high stiffness, if polyethylene cables such as Dyneema cables are used. The manipulator analysis shows that the maximum force amplitude of 5 N exerted by the needle on the mechanism can be balanced if tensions in the cables reach 60 N. This maximum value is used to select 0.75- mm diameter cables close to the end-effector. Between the robotic assistant and the actuators located outside the MRI



Fig. 7 CAD of the wire-driven manipulator Needle Compliant mechanism Truss structure
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Int J CARS Fig. 8 Control strategy of the wire-driven manipulator
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Actuators and reels As the actuators are placed outside the MRI room, conventional motors can be used without interfering with the strong magnetic field or distorting the images. DC servomotors without gears with embedded rotary encoders are selected in order to limit the backlashes. Sensing and control The position control (as shown in Fig. 8) of a parallel wire-driven manipulator generally consists in the control of the cables lengths. Measuring the unrolled cables by means of encoders allows determining the length of the cables. By modifying these lengths, the platform is positioned and rotated. The accuracy of the positioning depends on the inverse kinematic model errors. These errors increase because of the cables elasticity and the robot geometry uncertainties; hence the need to control the robot is also in tension. This control requires tension measurements. The equilibrium of the platform and the stiffness of the mechanism are obtained by changing the cable tensions. The tension in all the cables has to be maintained above a minimum positive value to avoid bending and below a maximum positive value to avoid breakage. These constraints are managed with an adequate tension distribution algorithm [22]. The controllers in the control loops insure the errors to tend to zero. The proposed control strategy has been successfully simulated and is currently being implemented. Cable length measurement The encoders incorporated in the servomotors, placed outside the MRI room, are supposed to measure the unrolled
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room, elasticity of the cables has to be minimized in order to simplify the device control. Larger cables are therefore considered, with a diameter equal to 2 mm. With such cables, the lengthening is only equal to 1 mm over a 6 m length with a 60 N force.
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cables length. These measurements are used to determine the position of the needle guide using the inverse kinematic model. Even though the elasticity of the cables is relatively small, it may induce positioning errors. Consequently, MRI compatible encoders have been designed to be placed close to the platform, in the corners of the manipulator frame. To improve compactness, custom encoders have been designed. The codewheels are made in tungsten. Two optical sensors are placed at different positions on a single ring to make a quadrature encoder. A digital fiber optic amplifier, manufactured by Keyence , is employed to transmit light between the two ends of the fiber and to receive the optical signals. Cable tension measurement Fiber optic strain sensors [23] are immune to MRI and could be used for these measurements. As these sensors are very expensive, an alternative solution based on the use of a truss structure has been developed. As mentioned before, the cables are attached to the truss structure at the corners. The tensions in the cables create deformations in the bars of the truss. By measuring bars displacement, related to bars deformations, we can estimate the tension in the cables [24]. As these displacements are too small to be measured, a compliant mechanism is designed to amplify the displacements. MRI compatibility is ensured by manufacturing the element with a beryllium-copper alloy. The displacements can be measured using a reflective fiber optic sensor, Keyence FU-38, with flat head shape made in plastic (Fig. 9). MRI compatibility A first major concern with such a device is the MRI compatibility. This compatibility has been assessed in two steps: first, the structure of the manipulator with the end-effector is evaluated (Fig. 10), before considering the structure with the compliant mechanisms designed for the cable tension evaluation.
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Fig. 10 MRI compatibility assessment: the manipulator structure is positioned against a phantom, the body coil being used for imaging Fig. 9 Amplification mechanism for tension evaluation



A closed bore Siemens Espree 1.5T is used with the usual setup for prostate imaging: a body coil is positioned above the device and a BLADE sequence is chosen. A phantom is placed close to the manipulator to evaluate its influence on reference images. The aim of the first test (Fig. 11(1a)) is to verify the MRI compatibility of the structure of the manipulator together with the end-effector. A cryoneedle is inserted inside the phantom and can be seen in the images. The device is completely transparent and creates no artifacts in the images if compared with (1b), where the device is missing. In the second test (2a), the tested device is the structure of the manipulator. The image shows a transversal section through the mechanism together with the phantom. The device is visible in the MRI image, and one can notice that it does not produce



any image distortion if compared with (2b), where the structure of the manipulator is missing. Finally, the MRI compatibility of the compliant mechanism is verified. A radio-opaque element (3a) was placed above the structure so as to locate it. The images are in sagittal sectioning. Again, no artifacts have been noticed in the images.



Conclusion In this article, we have proposed a novel cryoablation procedure including the use of a robotic assistance based on a wiredriven manipulator. The mechanism is designed to allow the automatic positioning of a needle inside the closed bore MRI without moving the patient out of the image space. With the
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proposed approach, the needle is inserted manually by the radiologist in order to preserve the natural haptic feedback during the insertion. The high compactness of the designed manipulator provides an easy integration in the MRI bore with the facility to assemble and disassemble for safety and sterilization. Actuators are placed outside the MRI room in order to ensure MRI compatibility and suppress image artifacts. An original combination of truss structure and compliant mechanisms is proposed to determine the tension in the cables, necessary to control finely the end-effector during needle insertion. A prototype of this system has been realized to exhibit all its original aspects and demonstrated its MRI compatibility. Further developments will focus on software implementation of the automatic registration and the control of the robotic system. The efficiency of the robotically assisted procedure will be assessed in comparison with the manual gesture. For this evaluation, biopsy will first be considered as it is a simple gesture that can be performed with the system. Cryotherapy gestures will constitute the final evaluation of the device. Conflict of interest
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